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Specifications

Title of the Invention

Powder Aggregation Prevention Device

Utility Model Registration Scope of Claims

A powder aggregation prevention device comprising a tank for storing powder,

a hollow, multiple-hole discharge body having multiple opening parts for emitting air

into the tank, a pipe part for connecting the tank and an indraft part of a cyclone, and a

fan provided in the middle of an air flow passage connecting a cyclone discharge part

and the multiple-hole discharge body.

Detailed Description of the Invention

The present invention relates to a powder aggregation prevention device.

For example, although a toner feeding tank is provided in a copying machine

which uses dry toner as a developer to replenish a predetermined development part

with toner, the toner within this tank sometimes aggregates. When this aggregation

occurs, a situation occurs wherein a toner feeding opening provided in the lower part of

the tank is blocked and toner cannot be replenished. Since defective toner



from each hole H is sucked into the pipe 10 with air, reaches the cyclone 9, is separated

from the air by a separation mechanism of the cyclone 9 and gathered in a collection

room 9a in the lower section. Since there is no problem with using the toner T that has

been collected in the collection room 9a as such as is if, for example, the toner is a single

ingredient toner, it can be collected in the tank and put into further use. If the toner T
is a two-ingredient toner, it cannot be used because the ingredient ratio of the additive

may change and therefore appropriate action is taken, such as disposal. Since fine

toner powder is separated as such in the cyclone 9, the fan 7 constantly sends in air

which does not contain toner, which is advantageous with regard to maintenance and

the holes H do not become blocked.

In addition, since the tank 1 is in effect hermetically-sealed, there is no damage,

such as that due to scattered toner leaking externally and soiling the interior of the

copying machine, or interfering with various functions.

Although the prevention of aggregation of the toner in a copying machine was

explained in the example above, the present invention is not limited thereto and is

effective when implemented when there is concern of aggregation with regards to a

broad range of powder feeding tanks.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The drawing is a configuration diagram of a powder aggregation prevention

device according to one embodiment of the present invention.
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